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Meet the increased training responsibility
for your law enforcement officers … now.
From de‑escalation of force and countering active shooters to
people in crisis and implicit bias, InVeris provides integrated
virtual and live‑fire training to prepare your officers for
today’s most stressful challenges.

The challenges facing law enforcement officers have never been greater.
As they perform their duties, their first thought must be to protect the
community and their own safety, regardless of what they confront.
Fortunately, InVeris Training Solutions provides the world’s most advanced
virtual and live‑fire technologies to prepare them for the unexpected.

How InVeris encompasses comprehensive training for your officers:
Why you need the most advanced integrated
virtual and live‑fire training now

The state‑of‑the‑art shooting range: rugged,
reliable and innovative

All new! Immersive virtual reality that puts
officers in complex, real‑world situations

Our one-stop, end-to-end turnkey services ensure
a state-of-the-art facility for the best value.

Our FATS® heritage: the gold standard
for virtual, law enforcement training

Shooting range equipment

Continually updated realistic scenarios that
address your toughest challenges

Back your officer training with
24/7 customer support

Law Enforcement Training Solutions

Changing training requirements
is why NOW you need the most
advanced integrated virtual and
live-fire training solutions.
Every patrol and call tests the mental and physical readiness of your force. That’s
why they need training that ensures sound de‑escalation of force as well as
3D‑tested marksmanship and immediate instructor feedback. InVeris uniquely
combines unprecedented experience in virtual and live‑fire training so your
officers can confidently act when seconds count.

SAFETY, SO OFFICERS

CAN AC T

WH EN SEC O N DS C O U N T
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All new! Immersive virtual reality + true‑to‑life scenarios
ripped from today’s headlines.

Introducing
VR‑DT: Virtual
Reality Decisions
and Tactics.
CLICK HERE TO
LEARN MORE

ALWAYS HAVE THE
LATEST TRAINING PLATFORM
FOR REAL-WORLD SITUATIONS
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Our FATS® heritage: the
gold standard for virtual,
law enforcement training.
In 1984, Firearms Training Systems (FATS®) transformed the law
enforcement industry with the world’s first simulated training system.
Today, we continue to take virtual training to the next level. Our five‑screen
FATS® 300LE and three‑screen FATS® 180LE immerse officers in the action
with hundreds of realistic scenarios, adhering to departmental protocols. •
Our simulated BlueFire® wireless weapons
maintain the same form, fit and function of
an officer’s duty weapon.
And our FATS® 100P offers a portable
virtual system you can take anywhere.

SAFETY, SO OFFICERS

CAN AC T

WH EN SEC O N DS C O U N T
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Continually update scenarios with new releases or
authoring that address your toughest challenges.

CLICK EACH IMAGE
TO LEARN MORE

C ON TINUALLY

ADAPTIVE

COURSEWARE
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The state‑of‑the‑art shooting range:
rugged, reliable and innovative.
95 years ago, our legacy company, Caswell International, created the
modern‑day shooting range.
We continue to pioneer these efforts with turnkey planning, construction, equipment and installation with our innovations in target carriers,
bullet traps, shooting stalls and other ballistically minded features.

CLICK TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE XWT

MORE THAN,

15,500

LIVE-FIRE RANGES FIELDED.

CLICK TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE GRANTRAPTM
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Whether you’re designing or upgrading your
gun range, contact us before you start.
Our one-stop, end-to-end turnkey services ensure a state-of-the-art facility for the best value.
• From understanding requirements and design to installation and
support, our experts will provide everything your trainees need:
the right equipment in the optimal configuration for indoor,
outdoor and tactical purposes.
• We’ll further assist you in addressing the major concerns for
a successful range: location, legal compliance, equipment
acquisition, environmental concerns, ventilation and more.

All along the way, you have the confidence of relying on one vendor
and one contract, accountable to you for every aspect of the project.

WE LISTEN
WE ASSIST
WE ARE WITH YOU
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InVeris supplies everything your shooting range
needs for safe live-fire training.
Invest in the safety and reliability of your officers with proven state-of-the-art equipment.
InVeris continues to define the modern shooting range
for today’s law enforcement officers.
• Our turning targets add a new element to tactical scenarios,
exposing and concealing for multiple angles.
• Our flexible Safe Zone™ shooting stalls not only protect
your officers, but also improve their performance.
• Our ballistic baffles and guards provide a safe, noise-absorbent environment.
• Finally, for lead abatement, our cost-effective ventilation systems remove
airborne lead and circulate clean air while our GranTrap™ granulated rubber
trap captures bullets predominately intact, reducing lead dust.

The result is a safe atmosphere, where trainees can confidently hone skills.

DYNAMIC, F L E X I B L E

NOISE-ABSORBANT

AND SAFE
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Back your officer training programs
with 24/7 global customer support.
InVeris Training Solutions combines an agile approach with unmatched
expertise in training technology. With our legacy companies, FATS® and
Caswell, we have fielded over 15,500 live‑fire ranges and 7,500 virtual
trainingsystems globally during our 95‑year history. As a result, we can
design and deliver customized, cutting‑edge, training solutions that
keep your officers prepared — Because Seconds Matter™. As the global
leader in integrated live‑fire and virtual weapons training, everything
we do is in service of the people who keep us safe and secure.

inveristraining.com

Follow us

Contact Us for Help
To find out how InVeris can help your agency, call
us today at +1‑800‑813‑9046 , or by clicking here.
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